HEALTHY RIVERS

Protections Secured for Wildlife
and Communities in the Arctic
Pacific Environment and allies achieved a historic win more than a
decade in the making—and that some predicted was impossible. In
May, the international community adopted a set of laws governing
transportation and shipping in polar waters.
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OCEAN LIFE

This new “Polar Code” protects fragile ocean life and indigenous
food security because it requires ship captains to avoid marine
mammals, bans ships from dumping garbage, and imposes strict
rules to prevent accidents and potentially catastrophic oil spills.
Just as important are the long-term implications of the new
protections—that fragile Arctic seas and wildlife warrant special
international protection, and that the shipping industry must shoulder
its fair share of the true environmental costs of Arctic transportation.

A Bold Play for River Health

‘‘

I’m grateful that Pacific
Environment succeeded
in requiring ship captains to avoid
marine mammals—a huge
protection for these animals, as well
as Native communities.

’’

Eduard Zdor

S.A. SONSTHAGEN, USGS

Marine mammals like walruses will be
safer under new international laws.

When plans moved forward to build another dam across the heavily
polluted Xiang River, members of Green Hunan’s volunteer network
dressed up in white hazmat suits to alert the public to a major threat:
The section of the river that would fill the reservoir had been used for
decades as the city of Changsha’s sewage dump. Once the dam was
built, the wastewater would collect in the reservoir and pollute the
city’s drinking water and damage already stressed river life.
Green Hunan’s bold publicity play went viral. Several big news
outlets started following the story, even calling for swift clean up. As
a result, the local government finally began updating its sewage and
wastewater systems, starting with renovations of three big pump
stations that were releasing untreated wastewater into the river. With
only 18 days left until the dam’s completion, Green Hunan’s volunteers
were on site every day to monitor progress. In the end, the facilities
completed the required renovations on time—marking a big win for
Green Hunan, the Xiang River, and the citizens of Changsha.

ALASKA

This image went viral in China—
it’s had 300,000 views and 10,000 shares.

‘‘

Because of Pacific
Environment’s support,
more than 300 of our volunteers
teach each other pollution
monitoring skills, learn from
experts about the causes of
pollution, and cooperate with other
environmental groups to protect
the beauty of our homeland.

’’

Dai Xiaoyan
Director, Green Hunan, China
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Indigenous Activist
Chukotka, Russia
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Arctic Drilling on Ice—For Now
Nearly a decade of advocacy and litigation by
Pacific Environment and allies, combined with
public outcry around the world, finally halted
dangerous offshore oil drilling in Alaska—for now.

‘‘

Shell’s recent retreat from the Arctic
is the result of years of advocacy and litigation
by Pacific Environment and allies. In fact,
Pacific Environment sounded the alarm on
the dangers of offshore oil drilling in Alaska,
and was one of the first groups to partner
with local and indigenous communities to
oppose it.

’’

KELLEY ELLIOTT • NOAA/OAR/OER

Pacific Environment aims to mobilize the
international community to protect the Arctic.

After years of fighting environmental challenges,
Shell announced that it was abandoning its
current Arctic offshore oil drilling program.
Following the announcement, President Obama’s
administration took some critical steps to stop Big
Oil from buying the rights to drill in the Arctic for
the next two years.
While these actions protect the Arctic from oil
drilling for the immediate future, they are not
enough.
Pacific Environment and Alaska Native allies
were among the first groups to challenge Big
Oil’s offshore drilling plans in America’s Arctic.
Now we’re pushing for an end to all Arctic
offshore drilling as part of our long-term vision
for the Arctic: to keep the region’s fossil fuels in
the ground and to mobilize the international
community to protect the Arctic from large-scale
industrializing activities.

We believe that our communities-first approach is one of the
most effective ways to protect ocean life, rivers, and the global
climate. And we complement our grassroots activities with
sophisticated policy advocacy at international institutions.
We have nurtured more than 100 grassroots organizations
around the Pacific Rim. In turn, the networks we foster create
connections with many more people and organizations that
ally together to undertake public education, litigation, media
outreach, large-scale advocacy campaigns, and sophisticated
policy work. That’s how we catalyze success—year after year.

‘‘
’’

Pacific Environment’s whole-hearted
commitment to supporting on-the-ground
struggles, together with its strong advocacy skills,
makes it one of the most effective environmental
groups around.

Whit Sheard
Director, International Arctic Program,
Ocean Conservancy

For almost 30 years, Pacific Environment has been partnering
intensively with grassroots leaders around the Pacific Rim to
force those in power to listen to local and indigenous voices.
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